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I live where this sort of thing matters. Where rain 
is abundant and aspirations abound. Where homeowners 

huddle over their mowers, coaxing whirling life, spinning 
blades, spraying green jet streams onto grounds that when 
raked reveal a clean, even cut. Homeowners with ball caps, 
grey-headed, collapsed-bellied, retired, easing through life, 
marking time until the next round, willing their own piece 
of land to resemble the place they most want to be. On the 
edge of a green with a putter. No better life than this. 

Until the drought comes. Weeks with nary a wisp of 
teasing cloud. An unyielding sky’s iron-dry resolve. 

No matter, time for di�erent artillery—sprinklers arcing 
across an achingly blue sky, conveyors whipping their wet 
strings in graceful parabolas, snake hoses weaving through 
the crisp-wilted patches. Fighting back even at the day’s 
zenith (when no one dares wash their car and risk the �nish), 
pelting the ground with water until the grass shines with 
the globules, as if home to a myriad of quiescent �re�ies. 

Yet to me, increasingly, the battle appears futile. As day 
follows day, I wonder: why violate this ordained dormancy? 
Why not simply settle on another approach? Over cruellers 
and co�ee, I decide, rather boldly, to counsel patience. �e 
verdure you seek will return, I say. �e turf will endure. �e 
rains will come. Why kick against the goads?

You are mistaken, they counter. Diligent e�ort is required 
here. �e alternative would be decline and irrevocable loss. 

And what will be the cost to us of your neglect?
To this I have no answer. Always we’ve united to preserve 

our values. Every man with his machine, his rake, his over-
sized bag of 10-10-10. Our goal seemed simple: make the 
neighbourhood a greensward, its uniform beauty a testimo-
ny to prosperity. For to give to this e�ort, to give whole-
heartedly, re�ected the great blessing we alone possessed: 
time on our hands. �e a¤uence to work to this common 
end, our collaboration’s outcome an ordered prairie, a 

monoculture meadow. For us, our precious hours merited 
no greater focus.

�e die, however, is cast. Now I sit in my living room, 
shunned, my front yard a refuge for bindsweed, lambsquar-
ters, buckhorn plantain, dandelions. �e Kentucky bluegrass 
that favours every other plot in our sub-division is hardly 
visible in mine. As I overlook my own �eld of battle, an 
uncomfortable truth slowly comes to me. �ese plants I call 
invasive adorned my property once before. When it was not 
mine. Before I’d made any claim to it. In a recent, �uid 
past. Unyielding, undefeated, the evidence of these natives 
is apparent on every rural roadside, on the ragged edge of 
every urban landscape. Unable to be held at bay, even by 
my superior technology. 

A week passes; a delegation arrives. �ree homeowners 
sit with me, speaking gently, as to one unbalanced. Plead-
ing with me to be rid of these obnoxious weeds. Gracious-
ly o�ering to assist in their eradication. All I need do is 
remain inside; they will undertake the rest. 

I am given time to think it over.
I wander my rooms in a growing aridity of spirit. 
�e thought occurs: perhaps the drought is a judgement. 

A stern comment on a misplaced sense of priority. For now, 
the town has decreed a ban on watering—although most 
ignore it. At the window I gaze upon the diversity that was 
my lawn, struggling to make sense of it, to see beauty in it, 
to imagine what things would be like if every homeowner 
behaved as I did. 

�at evening, under a thin slice of waning moon, I wander 
onto the porch, taking refuge in the shadows, considering 
my options. 

Should I simply move elsewhere? Abandon responsibil-
ity? Go to where lawns form no part of anyone’s culture? 
Or to where concrete is king and living things are safely 
contained in oversized planters? 

In the gloom, the plants resemble the ghosts of �oral 
ancestors. �ey stand quietly, as if awaiting their fate. All 
at once, I realize. 

My lawn has reverted to a garden.
And if the rain returns, what will I revert to? 
It is then that I hear the movement. �e rustling sound 

of impatience. In the darkness, the homeowners approach, 
accompanied by silhouettes of shovels, rakes, pitchforks. 
�ey move stealthily. �ey are taking matters into their own 
hands. Against the madman.

I stand and walk through my garden to meet them. I 
know now what I must do.  

 
 

runner-up

“A Green Lawn” is a timely and satirical look at the effects 
of climate change. Images of neighbourhoods turned to 
wastelands and lawn maintenance tools as instruments of war 
present a micro view of present-day politics that is entertaining 
in its cleverness and chilling in its accuracy. The language 
in this story is slightly elevated, giving it a mythic feel, as if 
it will surely be told around a campfire to the children of the 
apocalypse. Humour is a powerful storytelling tool, and in this 
story, the author uses it to great effect. —C.B.
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